
Example 1 evidence – Jaguar Land Rover 
‘THE IMPACT OF JAGUAR LAND ROVER’S INCREASED FOREIGN DIRECT 
INVESTMENT IN CHINA ON JLR, ITS HOME COUNTRY AND ITS HOST 
COUNTRY’ 

I can conclude that JLR’s joint venture will positively impact on China in the 

short-term and is more beneficial to China than the UK – since the joint 

venture focuses primarily on research and development, which increases 

economic activity and stimulates domestic competition to invest in R&D, thus 

leading to greater economic growth and innovation in China.   

I can also conclude that the joint venture with Cherry Automotive is no longer 

as beneficial as it was when it was originally created and now risks becoming 

more detrimental than beneficial to JLR.  Despite providing valuable 

knowledge and expertise to JLR when it first entered the Chinese market and 

more recently aiding JLR’s manufacturing of specially designed vehicles to 

meet the Chinese market, the issues arising from differences in culture 

outweighs the benefits of the ventures. 

I can therefore recommend that the most effective course of action JLR could 

take to prevent any more damage to its brand would be to terminate the joint 

venture with Cherry Automotive.  JLR has gained sufficient knowledge, 

expertise and experience from Cherry to allow the Chinese investment to 

succeed and is now a recognised market player in the Chinese market and 

now would be the time for JLR to make use of the relaxed Chinese regulation 

and buy full control over the joint venture or terminate it completely to remain 

competitive against is premium quality competitors and prevent any further 

issues arising.  
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Example 2 evidence - Nestle 
 
‘THE EFFECTS NESTLE HAS HAD ON ITS HOME AND HOST COUNTRIES’ 
 
From my research I found that Nestle has initiatives to reduce waste and also 

to responsibly use water supplies.  From this I can conclude that Nestle care 

about the environmental effect they have on their home and host countries.   

 

This report recommends that Nestle reduce their waste disposal rate by 75% 

which is a small increase on previous targets so should be achievable but it 

means that they will only be disposing of a quarter of their waste which will 

reduce the impact of landfill on the environment. 

 

By being named as one of the worst companies for plastic pollution, depleting 

water supplies, and polluting water sources causing illnesses in an 

indigenous reserve in Canada, this report concludes that despite Nestle’s 

efforts to help the environment and be sustainable they are not doing enough 

and are still having quite detrimental effects on the environments in which 

they work. 

 

Because of the negative effects they are having on the environment this 

report recommends that they ensure throughout their whole supply chains 

that they are using the local water supplies ethically so that local residents 

aren’t experiencing negative effects.  I also recommend that they should aim 

to cut their use of spring water which they use in production by half in their 

host countries and importing water so that the locals are not inconvenienced 

by this.  I also recommend that Nestle aim to change their production 

techniques in order to reduce the amount of water they use although this will 

increase their research and development costs.  However this would leave 

the local water for local people. 
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This report recommends that Nestle offers compensation to the families that 

have been negatively affected by the contaminated water to make up for the 

medical bills that the families have had to pay.  This compensation will also 

help cover the cost of purchasing clean water. 

 

Nestle were named one of the top 3 worst companies for plastic pollution.  To 

resolve this problem, this report recommends that the company invests in 

schemes to decrease the amount of plastic they use in their operations so 

they can reduce pollution.  This report also recommends that Nestle aims to 

get itself out of the top 5 companies for plastic pollution by 2021.  This would 

show other small companies that it is possible to use less plastic in their 

production facilities too, reducing the amount of plastic in production globally.   

 

This report recommends that Nestle set up schemes and incentives to 

encourage education and infrastructure in the developing countries where 

they operate to have a positive impact on their host countries. 

 

Due to Nestle’s long term plan which supports all water going into the rivers 

or lakes is treated this report recommends that Nestle set up schemes to 

educate locals so that they know how to use water efficiently so as not to 

waste the finite resources they have. 

 

Because of Nestle’s expansion into Malaysia this report recommends they 

pay their employees in this country above minimum wage this would improve 

the quality of life for locals and set a precedence for other companies in this 

country.  

 

After Nestle admitting to using child labour in Thailand and the Ivory Coast 

this report recommends that they implement a checking system to ensure that 

child labour is no longer used in their supply chain.  However, this would 
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increase costs for Nestle to send in teams of staff to check that child labour is 

not being used. 
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